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With the addition of all the new features in version 2.0, 

AutoMate2 has truly become a fully featured product capable 

of managing any sized rental operation. The developers and 

support staff at BARS have worked hard to bring you superior 

products that leverage today's technology and we will continue 

to do so. We hope you enjoy using them. 
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DELIVERABLES 

The following items should constitute your upgrade order for version 

2.0.  Once they have been received and installed, be sure to store them 

in a safe place. 

 

 AutoMate2 is delivered on a “read only” Compact Diskette. 

 

 Version 2.0 requires Progress version 8.2, also delivered on a CD.  A 

green sheet with all of the necessary serial numbers should accompany 

this. 

 

 The 2.0 User Guide should also accompany the above items.  Additional 

copies may be purchased for $100 each. 
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New Features  

 All date fields are now four digit for year 2000 compliance. With the use 

of the -yy startup parameter, users can use just a two digit year for data 

entry 

 Field level security has been added to all reservation, rental and check-in 

programs as well as fleet 

 Main menu now has icons used to shortcut to the rental related programs 

 The main menu title bar text is now customizable 

 Daily and flat taxes are now supported 

 Turndown codes are now stored and tracked for customers not 

completing a reservation 

 Non-Revenue Movement of vehicles can now be captured 

 Gas tank levels at check-in can optionally be retained for next rental 

 Vehicle class codes now have a default gas tank size to eliminate cars 

being entered with no gas tank size 

 Fleet records now support a fuel type 

 VIN verification is now supported 

 A pending renter program has been added to allow for pre-preparation of 

rental agreements 

 A Lost & Found table has been added to record items left in vehicles 

 Insurance replacement screen has been modified to support dealer rentals 

as well 

 An extension screen has been added to the insurance replacement screen 

for tracking extensions 

 Phone number format, social security number format and zip code format 

are now all functional 

 Status Modify has been changed to allow the user to type in the unit 

number of the vehicle to be modified 
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 A new program to enter on-order vehicles has been added. It is used to 

calculate projected utilization and availability 

 A new program has been added to sell vehicles 

 Sold vehicles are now moved out of the active fleet into a separate table 

 Foreign vehicles can now be entered into the system 

 Vehicle check-in status is now customizable 

 Cash drawer processing has been added.  All receipts are recorded in the 

cash drawer regardless of pay type.  There is also provision for petty cash 

items to be recorded, as well as cash drops. 

 Miscellaneous cash transactions are now supported 

 Expanded employee file holds employee rate of pay, review date and 

driver's license details 

 The database purge has been modified to write condensed contract, fleet 

and transaction information to archive files in MS Excel or ASCII text 

format. These files can then be saved on removable media. 

 The Thrifty Corporate Discount file is now supported, along with the 

ability to process BlueChip customers. 
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The updated "Sales" screen: 

 

 

 Check-out and due-back date fields now support a calendar lookup 

 Prepaid gas can now be sold by quarter of a tank 

 A new table has been added for Tour Operators. The rental and check-in 

programs have been modified to support tour vouchers and split charges 

 Estimated charges are calculated on the fly so the user does not have to 

access the charges screen 

 Cash receipts from direct bill customers can now be entered in batch 

entry form 
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The updated "Customer" screen: 

 

 The check-out process has been modified to support searches by phone 

number, local company, corporate company, VIP number or name 

 Credit card swipe will attempt to match the card with a renter record 

 Binocular icons have been added for each lookup field 

 Automatic zip code lookup has been added to the rental process 

 Source code and referrals has been moved to the customer screen 

 Source referrals can now be added on the fly during rental 

 Pick-up and delivery details can be accessed from the customer screen 

 Defaulting customer preferences from previous rentals is now 

customizable 
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The new "Rates" screen: 

 

 Time & Mileage rates now support any length rate period (1 day, 3 day, 

21 day etc.), cut-off times, multiple fallback rates, overtime limits and 

slot rates 

 Rate rules have been split from the rate record to allow easier set up of 

rates and greater flexibility 

 Projected utilization is now used to control rate availability. The system 

checks on-order vehicles, active fleet, projected out of service dates, 

current contracts and reservations to determine utilization. The user can 

apply utilization limits to any rate 

 A Special Events table has been added to override projected utilization 

for known busy periods 
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The "Revenue Splits Matrix" screen: 

 

 Revenue split matrices have been added to calculate and post one-way 

rentals 

 A foreign vehicle inquiry program has been added to view foreign cars 

by owning city 
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The "Foreign Contract" screen 

 

 

 Contracts originating at foreign cities can be easily entered into the 

system. 
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The "Printer Mapping" screen: 

 

 Printer mapping is now supported for all network printers 

 Users can define separate contract and report printers 
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New Modules 

Credit card swipes and electronic draft capture of funds are now supported 

as an add-on module. 

Bluebird Auto Rental Systems has partnered with Southern DataComm, Inc., 

based in Clearwater, Florida.  Southern DataComm is a leader in this field 

and can provide rental companies with a choice of over 80 processors 

worldwide for their credit card business.  AutoMate2 will pass authorization 

requests to Southern DataComm’s Protobase software, which will then pass 

the request to the processor. 

Both AutoMate2 and Protobase will reside on the same server, eliminating 

the need for additional servers.  Bluebird believes this will provide the most 

cost-effective yet flexible credit card processing solution to our customers. 
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New Reports and Inquiries 

 A credit card inquiry program has been added to allow users to find 

rejected credit card items by card number 

 The Daily Business Report has been modified to handle posting entries 

for one-way rentals and a reconciliation page has been added 

 A fleet utilization report has been added which will allow the user to see 

current as well as projected utilization 

 A commission report has been added for the check-out rental agents 

 The reservation report has been completely re-written to give the user 

more information 

 A cash drawer report has been added which will list all changes and 

deletions automatically upon balancing out 

 A lost & found report has been added 

 The net revenue report lists vehicle revenue less depreciation costs and 

repair costs 

 The turndown report lists incomplete reservations by turndown code 

 A rate exception report has been added to list all contracts where the rate 

on the contract does not match the reserved rate 

 List reports have been added for employees, source referrals, revenue 

split matrices, rate rules, special events, and invoice/receipt messages 

 Key financial reports are exportable to MS Excel and other spreadsheet 

programs 
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WARNINGS AND CAUTIONS 

1. Character/Text Terminals 

Starting with this release, AutoMate2 will no longer support character text terminals, 

such as the Wyse 50.  Only a Graphical User Interface (GUI) will be available.  

Therefore, all users must have PCs or Windows Terminals, such as the Wyse 

WinTerm Thin Clients.  However, the database can reside on any type of server and 

operating system, therefore allowing AutoMate2 to remain truly “platform 

independent”. 

 

2. Back-Up of Data and Programs 

As with any update to your system, you should take care to back up all of your data 

and programs before attempting an upgrade to a new release.  This will ensure that 

you can restore the system to its original configuration, should problems occur during 

the update process.  Do not start the update without a full system back-up. 

 

3. Progress License 

The 2.0 Release of AutoMate2 requires Progress version 8.2.  The database, server, 

and client licenses should all have this 32-bit version of Progress.  If you have hot-

line support/software subscription, you will only have to pay the upgrade fee.  If not, 

you will have to re-purchase all new Progress licenses. 

 

4. Communication Software for Support 

Before attempting to install the upgrade, please ensure that one of the following 

communication software packages are installed and working: 

 Carbon Copy 

 PCAnywhere 

 ProComm Plus 32 

5. Time Frame 

As AutoMate2 is a true Client/Server application, you will need to update the 

programs on all of the PCs.  During the update process, all users will have to be 

logged out of the AutoMate2 application.  Depending on the amount of data to be 

converted, the entire process can take several hours. 

 

6. Operating Systems 

The following operating systems will support version 2.0.  Please keep in mind that 

this is not an inclusive list: 

 Windows NT 4.0 Terminal Server 

 Windows NT 4.0 

 Windows NT 3.51 

 Windows 95 

 Windows 98 

 Citrix Winframe 1.7 

 Citrix Metaframe 
 


